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 What are competencies in a partner program? 

 Competencies are not a new element of partner programs; they have been around since the inception of most partner 
programs and vendor/partner relationships. Competencies are fundamentally a way for partners to invest in a vendor's 
technology and then demonstrate their capability.  

Of course, there are other variants of this type of capability recognition in terms of certifications or specializations but the 
principle across all of these is the same: demonstrable capability or proficiency. 

From the vendor standpoint, competencies facilitate the building of a partner ecosystem of "competent" partners that 
can support the market opportunity that a vendor is seeing. 

From a partner standpoint, competencies help narrow down which areas of proficiency to focus on, and then enable a 
partner to display and differentiate themselves to customers and equally importantly to their vendor partner.  

IDC views competencies as a fundamental platform to prove and display proficiencies, and thus enable partners to show 
a level of specificity in terms of their capabilities. 

 Why do competencies matter to partners and customers? 

 The ultimate goal or north star should be to enable customers to reach the "best" partners in the most appropriate way.  

Customer demands have and continue to change, and the consumerization of IT has been magnified during the 
pandemic. Thus, the need for customers to quickly identify and get support from the right ecosystem partners has 
increased in importance.  

Competencies are a foundational element for vendors, partners, and customers to both 
accelerate making the best connections, and ultimately to drive the best outcomes for all 
involved. 
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When customers are looking for partners to help them with their pressing technology and business issues, they will want 
to be able to quickly assess the experience and capability of potential partners, and competencies are an essential way to 
support their hybrid cloud and AI journey, as an example. 

Competencies are important to partners because they enable them to differentiate themselves in the market and 
showcase the particular of set of skills they offer to customers. The competencies are a validation for partners backed by 
the vendor brand which should promote confidence with customers. 

With the north star in mind, IDC believes that competencies are a foundational element for vendors, partners, and 
customers to accelerate making the best connections, and ultimately drive the best outcomes for customers. 

 What is the value of achieving build, service and sell competencies and why 
should partners invest?  

 At IDC we have been witnessing the blurring of partner types or activities for a number of years, and if we are being bold, 
we might say there is no such thing as partner types anymore. All partners are now delivering to customers across 
multiple build, service and sell activities, and this helps partners to deliver more complete solutions or outcomes to 
customers.  

IBM's partner program evolution supports this trend and enables partners to invest in more specific competencies 
around build, service and sell activities seamlessly. The unification and simplicity of the program into these tracks allows 
partners to use the competencies to build further differentiation.  

The needs among customers for total solutions that address their issues and deliver business outcomes are magnified. 
Partners should consider investing or building capability across the three activities, or alternatively partnering to fill any 
gaps, which again requires potential partnerships to display their specific competencies. 

There is no cost associated with IBM competencies now, the principle being that this is about enabling the partner 
ecosystem and supporting them to differentiate.  

 How should partners decide which competencies they should pursue?  

 Deciding on which competencies to pursue should be and most likely already is a business case decision for partners. In 
our interactions and research with partners, IDC has always been impressed by partners balancing their investments for 
today's mature business opportunities with those looking towards newer emerging technologies and market 
opportunity. It is a balancing act and great timing is essential. 

Regarding competencies to pursue, partners should definitely be investing in those areas where they are seeing or 
hearing market and customer demand. It's also good to bear in mind that their vendor partner has much greater 
resources to track market demand and opportunity, so the competencies being built should all be considered as options 
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based on what their vendor sees as opportune. It is then down to the partner to map the competencies against their 
specific customer targets and business mix to choose the right ones for investment. 

One challenge or pitfall for a partner could be not investing soon enough in a competency where demand spikes in the 
customer base. 

 What will the unification of a build, service and sell competency framework 
provide to partners?  
The unification and expansion of the IBM partner ecosystem competency framework across build, sell and service 
motions supports and enables business partners to expand their business opportunity aligned to IBM's hybrid cloud and 
AI-driven strategy. This is an evolution and extension of how the program was reorganized in 2020 and allows a 
consistent engagement model for partners across the elements that fit to their business.  

Predictability and simplicity are key attributes that IDC research hears partners want from their vendor relationships and 
programs. The unification of the build, service and sell framework allows partners to have a predictable way of engaging 
in new activities without having to relearn a different path every time.  

Customers are being driven by the consumerization of IT, and they want outcomes-based solutions more and more as a 
result. Partners who are currently focused on the sell competency should consider investing in the services and build 
competencies to display their solutions-centric capabilities to those customers. 

 

Partner Summary:  
» Leverage competencies as a fundamental platform to prove and display proficiencies, and to show a level of 

specificity of capabilities 

» View competencies as the north star to enable customers to reach the "best" partners in the most appropriate way 

» Expand capability across build, service and sell activities, or partner to offer competencies for added customer 
value, and complete solutions  

» Explore and map competencies against specific customer targets and business mix to choose the right ones for 
investment 
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MESSAGE FROM THE SPONSOR 

As IDC has described, vendor partner program competencies are essential and provide added value to both partners 
and customers for many reasons. Fundamentally, competencies enable partners to invest in a vendor's technology to 
demonstrate specific capabilities across build, service and sell activities to take advantage of Hybrid Cloud and AI 
opportunities.  IBM makes achieving competences even easier for partners with a zero-investment approach to 
accessing skills and benefits that will accelerate go to market opportunities.  

Click here to learn more about IBM competencies.   

IBM’s PartnerWorld site gives partners access a full suite of tools designed to help tap into the full potential of the 
program.  
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